Surrounded By Knuckleads
If I were only as oblivious to the news as so many of my
fellow Americans are, I have no doubt I would sleep a lot
better than I do. For instance, when I bet on Mitt Romney last
year, it wasn’t because I was unaware that Obama was leading
in the polls, but because I couldn’t accept that in spite of a
gruesome economy, a foreign policy that benefitted our enemies
and harmed our allies, and a socialized medicine plan that
would destroy the best health care system in the world, the
electorate would ignore the evidence and re-elect Obama.
Proving it was no fluke, recent polls indicate that two out of
three Americans think the treaty with Iran that gains us
nothing, but serves to legitimatize their nuclear program and
free up seven billion dollars that they can use to sponsor
terrorism around the world, is reason to celebrate.
As cynical as I tend to be, even I find it frightening that so
many millions of my fellow countrymen clearly have excrement
for brains. In a way, this level of stupidity is truly
breathtaking and, in a very bizarre sense, more impressive
than anything else about Obama’s minions.
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suspected that it was at least as non-kosher as a cheeseburger
and didn’t smell nearly as enticing.
My suspicions were based on a few things. The first is that he
was standing behind Obama, playing his role as a human prop.
Nobody winds up serving as a background curtain who hasn’t
been totally vetted. For another thing, nobody but a shill
would be treated so patiently. As you recall, Obama, whose
skin is thinner than a blade of grass, was the epitome of

patience, encouraging the young man to vent so that he could
sadly explain that there are some things even a despot can’t
do without the cooperation of Congress. Never mind that none
of those things include giving billions of tax dollars to his
major contributors, postponing ObamaCare for unions and
businesses or cutting deals with Iranian mullahs.
As it turns out, the heckler was a Korean named Ju Hong who
had recently graduated from the University of California, at
Berkeley, and is probably on Obama’s short list for judicial
appointments. In the meantime, he gets to take his proud place
alongside those young women who pretended to faint at Obama’s
campaign stops in 2008, and whose great-grandmothers used to
be paid by PR flacks to “swoon” at Frank Sinatra’s
performances in the early 40s.
The amount of fraud perpetrated by Obama must make every
conman in America gnash his teeth in envy. It even sets the
bar high for his fellow politicians. But that doesn’t stop
some from trying. Bill de Blassio, the new mayor of New York
City, pretends that by eliminating the Stop and Frisk program
devised and carried out by the NYPD under both Rudy Giuliani
and Michael Bloomberg, civilization will make a belated return
to Gotham. But, short of Batman coming out of retirement, Del
Blassio has to know that the murder rate and overall crime
rate will soar. But because he’s an old school leftie, he
knows that in a city such as his, perception trumps reality,
and that all of New York’s Jews and Puerto Ricans will regard
the new policy as compassionate.
As an outsider, I can only hope that the inevitable victims
will not be innocent tourists, but, instead, will be limited
to the balmy liberals who elected this weasel. But, to be
fair, they only voted for Del Blassio because Hugo Chavez, Che
Guevara, Fidel Castro and Saul Alinsky, weren’t on the ballot.
The fact that even now so many academicians are touting the
benefits of ObamaCare proves conclusively that as someone,

possibly George Orwell, once observed, “There are some ideas
that are so stupid, only an intellectual would take them
seriously.”
Recently, in Sweden, a 65-year-old man was acquitted after
being arrested for jacking off on a public beach. The court
ruled that he had committed no actual offense because he
wasn’t directing his activity at any one person in particular.
I suppose, using that logic, Obama could actually beat the rap
for the Affordable Care Act, but only, I trust, if he was
lucky enough to have Judge Svenssen on the bench.

